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, .Countychampswithouta field to play on
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/1 t' TOPS: County cricket champs Bacup and RawtenstallGrammar School with
I, theirteacherMrBrendanBaird. '

LACK of cricket facilities and a
sports hall could not prevent Bacup
and Rawtenstall Grammar becom-
ing both Lancashire area and county
champions.

And sports teacher Brendan Baird
paid tribute to the role of Rossendale's
cricket clubs in the school's success.

He said: 'Wehave very limited crick-
et facilities and this success is really
down to the excellent coaching and
club structure in the Rossendale Valley.
Three of the players are at Haslingden
Cricket Club and one plays at
Ramsbottom Cricket Club.' '

BRGS's Under-I3 team started on
their path to glory with victories over
Fearns and Haslingden to win the
Rossendale heat of the Lancashire
Indoor 6'a-side competition. '

Next they played another East
Lancashire winner and beat
Rhyddings High School to reach the

Lancashire area final.
But in that final BRGS suffered a

defeat against Montgomery High
School but beat two of their oldest
rivals in Queen Elizabeth Grammar
School and St Theodores.

High points in these matches were
BRGSneeding three to win off the'last
ball against QEGS and Jonathon
Marcroft hitting a six.

And then just when a St Theodores
batsmen was causing problems a bril-
liant catch by Jo Sipocz won BRGSthe
game.

This meant BRGS, along with
S1.Theadores, qualified for the [mals at
Old Trafford where the winners from
Greater Manchester, Cheshire and
Merseyside would be competing.

And BRGS started poorly by losing
to Burnage High School from
Manchester, which meant they had to
beat S1.Theodores again to reach the
semi-finals.

In a very close game BRGSwon with
only one ball to spare with Adam Holt,
Mazzafar Rauf and Zayn Hussian bat-
ting BRGSto victory.

In the semi-final BRGS played
against Merseyside winners Arch
Bishop Beck and with Jack Walmsley
batting and bowling to a high level
BRGS made 99~and Arch Bishop Beck
were held to 89in reply.

St Theodores had again won their
matches and were their final oppo-
nents.

And could it be a third victory for
BRGS?

St Theodores were then dismissed
for 69with some excellent bowling and
fielding.

And BRGSplayed at the top of their
game to reach the target of 70with two
overs to spare.

Jonathon Haworth took two wickets
and Jonathon Marcroft again hitting a
six to win the game and the county title.


